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reveals the file name of 'boot-repaired-media.iso' and 'boot-repaired-media.img' which, if I've read the header correctly, has a boot flag on it. I think I'm safe from a flash, but there is no guarantee. Ah yes, someone has gotten to or onto the files. A quick scan of the first page reveals

the file name of 'boot-repaired-media.iso' and 'boot-repaired-media.img' which, if I've read the header correctly, has a boot flag on it. I think I'm safe from a flash, but there is no guarantee. Click to expand... I'm not sure if the file names are exact because you can't see it from the
header. It's okay. You can download from Transmission. Just use the torrent from the first page I provided. Ah yes, someone has gotten to or onto the files. A quick scan of the first page reveals the file name of 'boot-repaired-media.iso' and 'boot-repaired-media.img' which, if I've read

the header correctly, has a boot flag on it. I think I'm safe from a flash, but there is no guarantee. Click to expand... I'm not sure if the file names are exact because you can't see it from the header. It's okay. You can download from Transmission. Just use the torrent from the first page I
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the file name of 'boot-repaired-media.iso' and 'boot-repaired-media.img' which, if I've read the header correctly, has a boot flag on it. I think I'm safe from a flash, but there is
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